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JT Application Benchmark

1 Introduction

2 Approach

JT has become a widely used format for product visualization
during the product development process. The ProSTEP iViP
Association and the German Association of the Automotive
Industry (VDA) have launched three JT-related projects in succession, which are being coordinated with each other: the
ProSTEP iViP / VDA JT Workflow Forum, the ProSTEP iViP /
VDA JT Application Benchmark and the ProSTEP iViP / VDA
JT Implementor Forum. In August 2010, the ProSTEP iViP Association submitted the latest JT specification (version 9.5) to the
ISO for standardization. JT 9.5 was published by ISO as ISO
14306:2012 in December, 2012.

The JT Application Benchmark is a common activity of the
ProSTEP iViP Association and the VDA. Goal of the benchmark is a neutral comparison of actual JT applications. Focal
points of this 5th benchmark were the testing of JT check
tools as well as gathering experiences with regard to the
interaction of JT with STEP AP242 XML.

As the latest in a row of five benchmarks, the JT Application
Benchmark was carried out in 2014 to achieve an independent evaluation of the progress being made with regard to
the development of JT check tools. The object of testing was
ISO 14306:2012 (JT 9.5). Additionally, the interoperability
between JT and the STEP AP242 Business Object (BO)
Model XML schema (publication as ISO Standard ISO
10303-242:2014) was also part of the benchmark. Thus,
this 5th benchmark covers results far beyond state-of-the-art
technology.
The benchmark was managed by the JT Workflow Forum and
JT Implementor Forum. Because the benchmark is an independent activity, it was financed directly by the two organizations, the ProSTEP iViP Association and the VDA, and not by
the participating companies whose products were tested. It is
a neutral comparison of trendsetting JT applications with
regard to the selected test criteria. Therefore, the results of the
benchmark cannot only be used to evaluate the application
of JT in PLM environments, but also for improvement of the
interoperability of the applications.
As such applications are undergoing a permanent development; the benchmark can only give a snapshot of the functions and qualities of the applications.
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2.1 Four steps
Based on the Lessons Learned from the previous benchmarks,
the JT Workflow and JT Implementor Forum agreed on the
following 4-step approach:
1. The JT Workflow Forum clarifies the target intent for the
benchmark and provides details on the expected outcomes (e.g. different PMI font or color should be detected).
2. The vendors make proposals for the JT file scope, configuration settings and evaluation approach which in their
eyes will best fit the requirements.
3. A proof of concept / test run for the benchmark will be
conducted, using the agreed-on settings and test
models, with close involvement by the vendors.
4. If the test run is successful, the actual benchmark will be
conducted.

2.2 Building blocks
This benchmark is composed of two independent building
blocks:
JT Check Tool benchmark:
• JT Validation: Compare JT XT-BREP to CAD BREP, completeness of Product and Manufacturing Information
(PMI) translation, completeness of attribute translation.
• JT Verification: Quality checks (geometry, PMI, attributes).
JT with AP242 XML benchmark:
• Export from source applications to JT with STEP AP242
BO Model XML
• Import of JT with STEP AP242 XML files into target applications with focus on Product Structure and Assembly
Attributes (Meta Data).
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3 Criteria
The criteria were defined by the JT Workflow Forum. Details,
especially the validation methods, were elaborated in collaboration with the JT Implementor Forum.

The criteria are grouped in the categories XML criteria, attribute criteria, and product Sstructure criteria. These are described in the following subchapters.

3.1 JT Check Tool benchmark

3.2.1 XML criteria

The source format used for the JT Check Tool benchmark was
CATIA V5 R22, the target format was JT (ISO 14306:2012)
and for the creation of JT files, the T-Systems translator was
used.

The written XML file should be conforming to the STEP
AP242 BO Model XML schema (ISO 10303-242:2014).
The criterion is fulfilled if the validation of the XML file against
the schema succeeds. If the check tool reports a validation
error, this criterion is not fulfilled.

In the Validation tests, the exact geometries within JT and
CAD were compared to each other, the completeness of PMI
translation was checked, as well as the completeness of attributes (cf. Figure 1). In the Verification tests, quality checks
were performed regarding geometry, PMI and attributes (cf.
Figure 2).

3.2 JT with STEP AP242 XML benchmark
In the second part of this benchmark, the import and export
of product structures using STEP AP242 XML files with referenced JT geometry files were tested.

3.2.2 Attribute (meta data) criteria
Attributes on assembly level in the source model should be
converted completely and correctly in the target model.
The Attribute criteria are fulfilled if:
• Assembly attributes are complete and correct in the XML
file.
• All attributes are completely and correctly shown in the
target system.
The Attribute criteria are not fulfilled if:
• Assembly attributes are missing or incorrect in the XML
file.
• Attributes are not visible in the target system.

Figure 1: JT Check Tool benchmark: Criteria for validation checks

Figure 2: JT Check Tool benchmark: Criteria for verification checks
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4 Testing
3.2.3 Product structure criteria
The main focus of this benchmark was to validate if product
structures can be written as STEP AP242 XML files. The test
criteria are the following:
The product structure should not be changed. That means
that multiple instances of parts should be handled correctly
and the placement and orientation of parts should be as in
the source model.
Additionally, the full product structure should be stored in one
XML file and the transformations of components should be
stored as CartesianTransformation.

The benchmark tests were executed at PROSTEP to assure
neutral testing and documentation. The vendors provided the
software to be benchmarked and licenses for the runtime of
the benchmark testing and evaluation.

4.1 Configuration and settings
The vendors of check tools and AP242 XML with JT translators were asked to provide the configuration and settings that
would fit best to the benchmark criteria.

4.2 JT Check Tool benchmark
4.2.1 Test models

The product structure criteria are fulfilled if:
• The product structure is not changed.
• Multiple instances of parts are handled correctly.
• Placement and orientation of parts are not changed.
• Full product structure is stored in one XML file.
• The transformations of the components are stored as
CartesianTransformation.
Product Structure criteria are not fulfilled if:
• Product structure or instantiation of parts is wrong within
the XML file or in the target system.
• Product structure is stored in multiple XML files.

Figure 3: nist_ctc_04_asme1_ct5210_rd.CATPart (from NIST)
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For the JT check tool test, the JT Workflow Forum decided to
use four different CAD models. The models are shown in
Figure 3 – Figure 6.

4.2.2 Mapping of test models to test cases
The geometrical (XT-BREP) errors were checked using the
NIST test model (Figure 3) and the benchmark 2013 test
model (Figure 4). For the XT-BREP tests, curves and faces
were removed and their sizes were modified.
The PMI errors were only checked on the NIST test model
(Figure 3). The model for the JT Check Tool Test contains four
different types of PMI. For the PMI tests, one PMI element
was removed, one repositioned, and the style of one PMI
element was changed.

Figure 4: plastic_mould_part.CATPart (from PSI/VDA JT
benchmark 2013)
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The LOD errors were also checked on the NIST test model;
one LOD was removed and the values of one LOD were
changed.
The attribute errors were checked on the NIST model as
well; key and value were changed on one attribute; and one
attribute was completely missing.
The quality checks regarding VDA 4955 were performed
with the VDA test models (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

4.2.3 Testing procedure
This JT Check Tool test was divided into two distinct phases
(cf. Figure 7):

Figure 7: Testing Procedure for JT Check Tool benchmark

Preparation Phase:
• Modification of CAD files: Deliberate introduction of
errors, so that they would not pass defined quality
checks. The modification was done on the CAD side,
since there is no neutral tool that allows local modifications to a JT file. For each test case, one of the test
models was modified, so each modified test model contained only one introduced error to prevent side-effects
which can occur if many different changes are made in
the same CAD model.
• Translation of original and modified CAD files to JT was
done by using the agreed translator and settings and by
using modified settings to introduce further errors.

Testing Phase:
• Validation: The modified JT models were compared to
the original CAD models with each benchmarked check
tool and vice versa. Expected results: Changes made
manually on the CAD side or during the translation
should be evident in the check tool comparison results.
• Verification: The JT models were checked with each
benchmarked check tool. Expected results: The check
tool identifies the errors introduced in the modified files
according to the verification criteria.

Figure 5: 2741_mod01.jt (from VDA 4955)

Figure 6: 3239_Invalid_faces.jt (from VDA 4955)
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4.3 JT with STEP AP242 XML benchmark
4.3.1 Test model
The geometry of the assembly test model (cf. Figure 8),
which is defined in ISO 10303-44, is simple by comparison,
and was not evaluated explicitly, as the focus was on the
exchange of the assembly structure (cf. Figure 9), the correct
positioning of the components and the assembly attributes.
The test model for the JT with STEP AP242 XML benchmark
is a CATIA V5R22 assembly.

JT Application Benchmark

4.3.2 Check tools
Altova’s XMLSpy 2009 was used to validate the generated
XML files against the STEP AP242 XML schema and as XML
editor for the manual check of the assembly attributes and
the product structure.

4.3.3 Testing procedure
The second building block of this JT Application Benchmark
was divided into three comparison steps. In the first step, the
created XML file was validated against the STEP AP242 XML
schema by using Altova’s XMLSpy; and the product structure
and the assembly attributes in the XML file were compared
to the source CAD model.
In the second step, the product structure and the assembly
attributes of the derived CAD models from the second translation step were compared to the XML file from the first translation step. Finally, the CAD models from the second translation step were compared to the source CAD model. All
checks except the XML validation were done manually.

Figure 8: JT with STEP AP242 XML: Test model

Figure 9: JT with AP242 XML: Assembly Structure of the test model
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5 Results
5.1 JT Check Tool benchmark results

5.1.2 Validation test results

In the following chapter, the results of the check tool tests are
depicted. Within this short report a result overview is given.
The detailed results are published within the long report.

5.1.1 Involved check tools
Table 1 shows the check tools tested in the JT Check Tool
benchmark. It also shows which check tools have participated in the validation tests or in the verification tests.

In the first step of the JT Check Tool benchmark, the quality
of the validation checks was evaluated.
Figure 10 gives an overview of the validation test results in
the check tool benchmark. In this category, the check tools
from CT CoreTechnologie, Elysium, ITI TranscenData and
Transcat were tested.

Vendor

Name

Version

Participation

CT CoreTechnologie

3D_Evolution

2014.103.1

Validation & Verification

Elysium

ModelViewer

EX6.0

Validation & Verification

ITI TranscenData

CADIQ

7.4.0i2

Validation & Verification

Siemens PLM

Teamcenter Visualization

10.1

Verification

SpaceClaim

SpaceClaim Engineer

2015

Verification

Transcat

xCompare

1.7.4

Validation

Transcat

Q-Checker

1.7.4

Verification

Table 1: Benchmarked check tools

Changed PMI Position

Changed PMI Style

Missing PMI

Changed Face Area

Changed Edge Length

Missing Faces

Missing Edges

Test Criteria
Check Tool

PMI

Geometry

Building Block “JT Check Tool“-Validation

CoreTechnologie
3D_Evolution
Elysium
ModelViewer
ITI Transcendata
CADIQ
Transcat
xCompare

criterion fulfilled
criterion partly fulfilled
criterion not fulfilled
feature not supported

Figure 10: Validation test results
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5.1.3 Verification test results

Mostly, all introduced geometry errors were found by the
check tools. Only Elysium’s ModelViewer has no functionality
to find edge length changes, and the size changes of separate faces can only be detected with the comparison of the
whole surface area.

In this section describes the verification results of JT Check
Tool benchmark (cf. Figure 11). In this category, the check
tools from CT CoreTechnologie, Elysium, ITI TranscenData,
Siemens PLM, SpaceClaim and Transcat were tested.

In the PMI checks, the check tools from Elysium and ITI
TranscenData detected all introduced errors. 3D_Evolution
from CT CoreTechnologie gave an error message for all PMI
instead of an error message for the defective PMI. According
to Transcat, the PMI check functionality in xCompare is under
development and will be released in a future version.

Missing Attributes

Different Attribute Value

Different Attribute Key

Attributes
Missmatch in Simplify Factor

Missmatch in Chordal Value

Missmatch in Angular Value

LOD

Missing LOD

JT-BREB instaed of XT-BREP

Narrow Face Region

Test Criteria
Check Tool

Large Face Gaps

Geometry

Building Block “JT Check Tool“-Verification

CoreTechnologie
3D_Evolution
Elysium
ModelViewer
ITI Transcendata
CADIQ
Siemens PLM
Teamcenter Visualization
SpaceClaim
Engineer 2015
Transcat
Q-Checker
Figure 11: Verification test results

criterion fulfilled
criterion partly fulfilled
criterion not fulfilled
feature not supported
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All introduced attribute errors were found by all benchmarked
check tools. In the LOD checks, only Elysium’s ModelViewer
has no functionality to check LODs. All other check tools
detected all introduced errors. Mostly all geometry checks
were successful. 3D_Evolution from CT CoreTechnologie did
not detect the JT-BREP issue. SpaceClaim Engineer 2015
could not detect the introduced geometry errors.
In Figure 12 an example for the detection of LOD failures is
given. All rules for the quality check that were passed are
marked with a “-“ in the column “Number Error”; all rules
that were missed are marked with the number of errors in the
column “Number Error”.

List: Number of errors according to data quality criterion
Criterion

Error weight

Number Error

Healing

KO Criterion (100)

-

-

CAD_MASS_UNITS exist

Error (10)

-

-

CAD_MASS_UNITS valid

Error (10)

-

-

Consistent Components Unit

Error (10)

-

-

Detection of solid void (cavities)

Error (10)

-

-

Existence of angular attribute

Error (10)

-

-

Existance of chordal attribute

Error (10)

-

-

JT-BREP instead of XT-BREP

Error (10)

-

-

JT_PROP_MEASUREMENT_UNIT exist

Error (10)

-

-

JT_PROP_MEASUREMENT_UNIT valid

Error (10)

-

-

LODLabel value

Error (10)

-

-

Minimum number of LODs

Error (10)

2

-

Missmatch in angular value

Error (10)

2

-

Missmatch in chordal value (JT Body)

Error (10)

-

-

Missmatch in chordal value (XT Body)

Error (10)

2

-

Multi-Domain Surface (Shell) [G-SO-MU]

Error (10)

-

-

Solid Void [G-SO-VO]

Error (10)

-

-

Wrong simplify factor

Error (10)

1

-

advCompressionLevel

Error (10)

3

-

Inconsistent topological data

Figure 12: Example for detection of LOD errors (Q-Checker)
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5.2 JT with STEP AP242 XML benchmark results

5.2.2 Source to JT with STEP AP242 XML
comparison

5.2.1 Tested applications

Figure 13 shows the results of the translations from a given
CATIA V5 assembly to its corresponding STEP AP242 XML
structure with JT models. The T-Systems translator showed a
great data quality, all tested criteria were fulfilled. The translator from CT CoreTechnologie had two problems: regarding
the instantiation of parts, the links to the geometry files were
not correct. Because of leading and trailing space characters in the file location (before and after the “.\”) it was not
possible to find the files in the file system (cf. Figure 14).
Second, the created XML file created had some minor issues
in the product structure. According to CT CoreTechnologie,
these issues are fixed in a future version of 3D_Evolution.

Table 2 shows the translators and viewers tested in the JT
with STEP AP242 XML benchmark. It also indicates the
tested import/export direction.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the involved
vendors that have participated in this test, although the STEP
AP242 XML schema was not yet international standard at
the time of the benchmark, and the development on the basis
of a Draft International Standard carries the risk that there are
still changes to the schema.

Vendor

Name

Version

Participation

CT CoreTechnologie

3D_Evolution

2014.192.1

Source → JT with STEP AP242 XML

T-Systems

COM/FOX

5.5.2

Source → JT with STEP AP242 XML

Transcat

LiteBox 3D

1.3.2

JT with STEP AP242 XML → Target

JT with STEP AP242 XML → Target

Assembly Attributes

XML file is valid

Instantiation of Parts

Translator

Product Structure

Test Criteria

Table 2: Applications involved in the JT with STEP AP242 XML test

criterion fulfilled
CoreTechnologie
T-Systems
Figure 13: Source to JT with STEP AP242 XML comparison results
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criterion partly fulfilled
criterion not fulfilled
feature not supported
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Figure 14: Example for wrong identifier

Test Criteria

LiteBox3D could open both input files and display the assembly structure. In addition, all assembly attributes were displayed correctly.

Translator/Viewer

Import file from...

Assembly Attributes

Figure 15 shows the results of the translations from the in the
first step created STEP AP242 XML structure with JT models
to the target systems.

The T-Systems translator displayed the assembly structure and
the assembly attributes as saved in the input XML file from
T-System. Since the XML header in the input file from CT
CoreTechnologie was different than expected, the translator
was unable to process the file. T-Systems has already taken
the benchmark results as an opportunity to evaluate the XML
header in a different way, so that these problems should not
occur in a future version of COM/FOX.

Product Structure

5.2.3 JT with STEP AP242 XML to target
comparison

CoreTechnologie
Transcat
T-Systems
criterion fulfilled
CoreTechnologie
T-Systems
T-Systems

criterion partly fulfilled
criterion not fulfilled
feature not supported

Figure 15: JT with STEP AP242 XML to target comparison results
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5.2.4 Source to target comparison
In the last step, a comparison of the created target models
and the original source assembly was done to check in a
round-trip test if the created assembly models have a proper
data quality compared to the source assembly model.

shown that the nut-bolt-assemblies have an index number
added: the sub-assemblies are copied instead of referenced.

As shown in Figure 16, LiteBox3D from Transcat displayed the
same assembly structure and assembly attributes for the input
files from CT CoreTechnologie as were given in the source
CATIA V5 model. The links to the JT models in the XML file
could not be resolved because of leading and trailing blanks
in the path (cf. Figure 14). With input file from T-Systems,
LiteBox3D displayed the correct assembly structure, assembly
attributes, and also the parts were displayed correctly.
As T-Systems’ COM/FOX was not able to process the input
file from CT CoreTechnologie, there was no output file that
could be compared with the CATIA V5 source model. The
input files generated by T-Systems could be processed and
the assembly structure, the attributes and the parts were displayed correctly.

Assembly Attributes

Import file from...

Placement of Parts

Translator/Viewer

Figure 17: Example for wrong assembly structure

Product Structure

Test Criteria

In Figure 17, an example for the differences in the product
structure is given. On the left side, the nut-bolt-assembly is
referenced in the product structure – on the right side, it is

CoreTechnologie
Transcat
T-Systems
criterion fulfilled
CoreTechnologie
T-Systems
T-Systems
Figure 16: Source to target comparison results
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6 Summary and outlook
For the first time, a JT Check Tool benchmark was performed.
For the user, it is of utmost importance to know about the
functionality and quality of JT check tools, since for stable
JT-based downstream processes quality controlled data are
essential. Several check tools supporting the user in checking
the JT data quality are available on the market. There are
differences in application scope, ease of use, and different
levels of functionality. On the one hand, check tools are
available for the validation of the JT translation. They compare
the native CAD models with the generated JT files. On the
other hand, the verification of JT data is covered. In this
case, the geometric quality or the compliance with naming
conventions is checked. Overall, the result of the benchmark
is very positive. Some identified problems were already
incorporated into the tool development and will be available
with newer versions.
Another focal point of this benchmark was to bring forward
the use of JT in context of the new STEP AP 242 BO Model
XML schema. A STEP AP242 XML file containing product
structure information should reference JT files as geometry
nodes. Although STEP AP242 was only available as a draft
standard during the testing period, first implementations were
provided and tested. JT and STEP as a combination of standardized data formats could be used for engineering and
planning processes as well as archiving; achieving solutions
independent from proprietary data formats. The tests show
that the combination can already be used to exchange
assembly structure data. An issue is the current lack of
support of assembly level properties by the translators.

Due to the close cooperation between the software vendors
and testers, issues found during the testing could be directly
communicated. This allows the vendors to consider the
benchmark results in the current development. With issues
discussed in the JT Workflow Forum and the JT Implementor
Forum, a common understanding of the users’ requirements
is achieved. Also, the discussion of issues and results among
the vendors will lead to improved interoperability between
the various tools.
As a consequence, the preparation for the next benchmark
in 2015 has already started. The subject for this next benchmark is CAD to JT translations with focus on complex, production-level geometry. The combined use of STEP AP242
XML for assembly representation with reference to JT for
visualization will again be in the focus of the upcoming
benchmark.

7 Publication
Detailed documentation on the 5th ProSTEP iViP / VDA JT
Application Benchmark will be made available to members
on the ProSTEP iViP Association website (www.prostep.org).
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